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CISC 4331 – Systems and
Network Administration
WEEK 4

Announcements
►

Your first assignment!

►

Updated resources for AWS and subnetting.

►

Please submit the tech residency survey if you haven’t already.

►

Last day of taking attendance.

Class A
Subnets

Class B
Subnets

Class C
Subnets

Variable Length Subnet Masks (VLSM)

►

VLSM is used primarily by ISP’s
to break up IP blocks into
smaller chunks, to waste less
public IP addresses.

►

Step 1: List out your possible
subnets.

Variable Length Subnet Masks (VLSM)
Step 2: Sort the requirements of IPs in descending order (Highest to
Lowest).
• Sales -100
• Purchase - 50
• Accounts - 25
• Management - 5

Step 3 - Allocate the highest range of IPs to the highest
requirement, so let's assign 192.168.1.0 /25 (255.255.255.128)
to the Sales department. This IP subnet with Network
number 192.168.1.0 has 126 valid Host IP addresses which
satisfy the requirement of the Sales department. The subnet
mask used for this subnet has 10000000 as the last octet.

Variable Length Subnet Mask

Step 4 - Allocate the next highest
range, so let's assign 192.168.1.128
/26 (255.255.255.192) to the
Purchase department. This IP
subnet with Network number
192.168.1.128 has 62 valid Host IP
Addresses which can be easily
assigned to all the PCs of the
Purchase department. The subnet
mask used has 11000000 in the
last octet.

Step 5 - Allocate the next highest
range, i.e. Accounts. The
requirement of 25 IPs can be
fulfilled with 192.168.1.192 /27
(255.255.255.224) IP subnet, which
contains 30 valid host IPs. The
network number of Accounts
department will be 192.168.1.192.
The last octet of subnet mask is
11100000.

Step 6 - Allocate the next highest
range to Management. The
Management department
contains only 5 computers. The
subnet 192.168.1.224 /29 with the
Mask 255.255.255.248 has exactly
6 valid host IP addresses. So this
can be assigned to
Management. The last octet of
the subnet mask will contain
11111000.
•By using VLSM, the administrator can
subnet the IP subnet in such a way that
least number of IP addresses are
wasted. Even after assigning IPs to every
department, the administrator, in this
example, is still left with plenty of IP
addresses which was not possible if he
has used CIDR.

Domain Name System
►

DNS converts IP addresses to host names. If you didn’t have DNS, you would have to
remember the public IP address of every day websites.

►

Think of it like a public phone book for the Internet.

►

The process of DNS resolution involves converting a hostname (such as
www.example.com) into a computer-friendly IP address (such as 192.168.1.1). An IP
address is given to each device on the Internet, and that address is necessary to find
the appropriate Internet device - like a street address is used to find a particular home.
When a user wants to load a webpage, a translation must occur between what a user
types into their web browser (example.com) and the machine-friendly address
necessary to locate the example.com webpage.

►

In order to understand the process behind the DNS resolution, it’s important to learn
about the different hardware components a DNS query must pass between. For the
web browser, the DNS lookup occurs “ behind the scenes” and requires no interaction
from the user’s computer apart from the initial request.

DNS Lookup Steps
►

A user types ‘example.com’ into a web browser and the query travels into the Internet
and is received by a DNS recursive resolver.

►

The resolver then queries a DNS root nameserver (.).

►

The root server then responds to the resolver with the address of a Top Level Domain
(TLD) DNS server (such as .com or .net), which stores the information for its domains.
When searching for example.com, our request is pointed toward the .com TLD.

►

The resolver then makes a request to the .com TLD.

►

The TLD server then responds with the IP address of the domain’s nameserver,
example.com.

►

Lastly, the recursive resolver sends a query to the domain’s nameserver.

►

The IP address for example.com is then returned to the resolver from the nameserver.

►

The DNS resolver then responds to the web browser with the IP address of the domain
requested initially.

DNS Records
►

What are the most common types of DNS record?

►

A record - The record that holds the IP address of a domain.

►

CNAME record - Forwards one domain or subdomain to another domain, does
NOT provide an IP address.

►

MX record - Directs mail to an email server.

►

TXT record - Lets an admin store text notes in the record.

►

NS record - Stores the name server for a DNS entry.

►

SOA record - Stores admin information.

►

SRV record - Specifies a port for specific services.

►

PTR record - Provides a domain name in reverse-lookups.

Default Gateways
►

Remember, if a device does not have a destination to send packets, it will
send to the default gateway.

►

The default gateway is the gateway of last resort, or the Google Maps of
routing.

►

Don’t use multiple default gateways, it’s not a good idea. You only want
one way in and out (you can configure things like load balancers if you
need redundancy).

IP Configuration Tools
►

Ipconfig (Windows) or ifconfig (Unix and MacOS)

►

Ping

►

Arp

►

Tracert (Windows) or Traceroute (Unix and MacOS)

►

Nslookup

ipconfig

►

Outputs IP information of a
computer

►

Includes the IP address,
subnet mask, default
gateway, DNS server, and
DHCP server (if setup).

Ping
►

Tests connectivity between hosts. IE: use one computer to test reaching another computer:

►

In this test, we will ping google.com to ensure it is alive.

►

C:\Users\jimmy.richford>ping google.com
►

Pinging google.com [172.217.10.46] with 32 bytes of data:

►

Reply from 172.217.10.46: bytes=32 time=18ms TTL=55

►

Reply from 172.217.10.46: bytes=32 time=13ms TTL=55

►

Ping statistics for 172.217.10.46:

►
►
►

►

Packets: Sent = 4, Received = 4, Lost = 0 (0% loss),
Approximate round trip times in milli-seconds:
Minimum = 12ms, Maximum = 18ms, Average = 14ms

Notice how DNS resolves google.com for us to 172.217.10.46.

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
►

ARP - resolves IP addresses to MAC addresses. Remember, this is needed on
internal networks where layer 2 addressing is used.

►

It only keeps a copy of addresses in its ARP table as it learns them. It learns
addresses by sending out a ARP broadcast.

►

C:\Users\jimmy.richford>arp –a
►

Internet Address

►

192.168.1.1

40-16-7e-eb-0c-b0

►

192.168.1.37

a4-77-33-f8-00-32

dynamic

►

192.168.1.183

00-f6-20-8f-8b-99

dynamic

►

192.168.1.242

44-07-0b-6b-96-1f

►

192.168.1.255

ff-ff-ff-ff-ff-ff

Physical Address

Type
dynamic

static

dynamic

Traceroute
►

Traceroute – shows the path a packet takes from source to destination (A -> B)

►

C:\Users\jimmy.richford>tracert google.com

►

Tracing route to google.com [172.217.7.14]
►

1

1 ms

1 ms

<1 ms router.asus.com [192.168.1.1]

►

2

15 ms

8 ms

12 ms cpe-67-250-248-1.hvc.res.rr.com [67.250.248.1]

►

3

12 ms

13 ms

12 ms 24.29.148.70

►

4

22 ms

18 ms

22 ms 68.173.199.162

►

5

19 ms

22 ms

14 ms bu-ether15.nycmny837aw-bcr00.tbone.rr.com [66.109.6.76]

►

6

13 ms

11 ms

15 ms 66.109.7.95

►

7

15 ms

14 ms

17 ms 74.125.251.227

►

8

12 ms

14 ms

13 ms 108.170.237.213

►

9

14 ms

13 ms

12 ms lga25s56-in-f14.1e100.net [172.217.7.14]

What is AWS?
►

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWeyzYzd17o

►

AWS is connected by regions, and further by availability zones.

►

Each Region is a separate geographic area. Each Region has multiple,
isolated locations known as Availability Zones. Local Zones provide you the
ability to place resources, such as compute and storage, in multiple
locations closer to your end users. Resources aren't replicated across
Regions unless you specifically choose to do so.

►

Amazon operates state-of-the-art, highly available data centers. Although
rare, failures can occur that affect the availability of instances that are in
the same location. If you host all of your instances in a single location that
is affected by a failure, none of your instances would be available.

Systems Administration
►

Thus far, the class has been focused on networking. Now we will take what
we have learned thus far, and apply this to the systems side.

►

For this course, we will be using Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) to spin up
virtual machines in the cloud.

►

Before AWS, GCP, Azure, etc. we would have had to install an operating
system on a physical host.

►

This involves partitioning, downloading ISO’s onto thumb drives (and prior
to that, CD’s), Installing management software to boot to SCSI disk,
dragging a monitor into a server you would have to install in a rack, etc.

►

And don’t forget, servers take up room! So you would need a dedicated
cabinet just for your servers.

Virtualization 101
►

Due to the limitations of x86 servers, many IT organizations must deploy multiple servers, each operating at a fraction of their capacity, to
keep pace with today’s high storage and processing demands. The result: huge inefficiencies and excessive operating costs.

►

Enter virtualization. Virtualization relies on software to simulate hardware functionality and create a virtual computer system. This enables
IT organizations to run more than one virtual system – and multiple operating systems and applications – on a single server. The resulting
benefits include economies of scale and greater efficiency.

►

A virtual computer system is known as a “virtual machine” (VM): a tightly isolated software container with an operating system and
application inside. Each self-contained VM is completely independent. Putting multiple VMs on a single computer enables several
operating systems and applications to run on just one physical server, or “host.” A thin layer of software called a “hypervisor” decouples
the virtual machines from the host and dynamically allocates computing resources to each virtual machine as needed.

►

Key Properties of Virtual Machines

►

►

Partitioning - Run multiple operating systems on one physical machine. Divide system resources between virtual machines.

►

Isolation - Provide fault and security isolation at the hardware level. Preserve performance with advanced resource controls.

►

Encapsulation - Save the entire state of a virtual machine to files. Move and copy virtual machines as easily as moving and
copying files.

►

Hardware Independence - Provision or migrate any virtual machine to any physical server.

Source: https://www.vmware.com/solutions/virtualization.html

Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2)
►

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsRBftzZsQo

EC2 Pairs
►

EC2 pairs are what you use to connect to an EC2 instance securely.

►

Amazon EC2 stores the public key ONLY. YOU hold on to the private key.
If someone gets a hold of your private key, they can decrypt your login
information (so don’t lose it!)

►

Amazon EC2 uses public key cryptography to encrypt and decrypt login
information. Public key cryptography uses a public key to encrypt a piece
of data, and then the recipient uses the private key to decrypt the data.
The public and private keys are known as a key pair. Public key
cryptography enables you to securely access your instances using a
private key instead of a password.

►

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-key-pairs.html

